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Abstract:
While power grids are evolving in the direction of cyber-physical systems, new computing
methodologies must be developed to enhance grid sustainability by improving efficiency of
energy consumption, reliability against natural faults, and cybersecurity regarding malicious
attacks. This talk will present our recent research results on power grids efficiency, reliability, and
cybersecurity. In particular, it will focus on the cybersecurity and countermeasures in automatic
generation control (AGC), which is a fundamental closed-loop control system in all power grids
that regulates grid frequency at a nominal value. The inputs to AGC, i.e., various measurements
collected from geographically distributed sensors over computer networks, are susceptible to
attacks. This work shows that, starting from little prior information and based on passively
eavesdropped sensor measurements, an attacker can establish an accurate dynamic model for
the impact of tampering with these sensor measurements on the grid frequency. Based on the
model, the attacker can compute stealthy attack vectors that bypass various sensor data quality
checkers and minimize the remaining time before the grid must apply remedial actions such as
disconnecting customers. This work also develops algorithms to detect and profile such attacks.
In addition, this talk will briefly present other projects on residential power disaggregation using
a wireless sensor system, grid reliability enhancement by demand response, security of electricity
real-time pricing, and security of traction power systems.
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